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Marley: The Prince of the Desert

December 2021
©Bichon FurKids Rescue

By Dominic and Greg Iannuzzi

Editor’s Note: Into each of our lives come special pups often at a time when we
do not expect to adopt—nor even think that we want to. After the loss of a FurKid
many of us have hearts that we feel will never heal. Yet these innocent little pups,
who end up in shelters through no fault of their own, have an uncanny way of
worming their way into our hearts—and we find, in hindsight, that this is exactly the
right time and the right pup to help us heal. The saying “Who Rescued Who?” is
one that truly resonates.

On July 30, 2019 we met Marley at his fosters’ home, Lori Anne and Doug, the
Dog Dad. Marley was a bundle of energy and just the cutest Bichon you’ve ever
seen. We were thrilled to adopt another Bichon because the prior January
we had lost our Lexie at the age of 13. She was the first Bichon we had owned
and brought us so much joy. The loss of Lexie, despite having other dogs in our
home, was definitely something we felt deeply.

We rode home to Palm Springs with Marley sitting
sweetly and quietly, appearing to be happy that he
had two Dads that were going to love him to pieces.

As soon as we arrived home, he fit right in. From
Day 1 Marley became Prince of the house, spoiled
beyond belief and sweet as can be. He acclimated
immediately and seemed to like Palm Springs very
much. He is definitely a character who marches
to his own drum, has free rein of our home and,
frankly, our lives. He’s a shot caller and we let him
to do it. Marley has his own personal mobile groomer who comes every other
Wednesday and makes sure he looks fabulous all the time. We love to spoil him.
His chewy box arrives every two to three weeks and he attacks the box as he
knows it’s his special food.

Talk about spoiled! This little guy probably
has in excess of 40 toys , 3 beds plus his
Dads’ King sized bed that he has claimed
as well. When he rides in his Dad Greg’s
BMW he has the whole backseat (because
that where is seatbelt is) and believe us
when we say that Marley knows that it’s
his car. We just get to drive it!

Marley’s days are filled with lots of love
and kisses. He hugs us all day, loves to be
picked up and loves his potato chip time
with Daddy Greg (he gets only a tiny chip at best) Marley loves sleeping with his
Dads and cuddling. He is very protective of his Dads —and his house. There is no
doubt that Marley thinks he is a guard dog.
Continued on next page...
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Fosters Needed
To get a Foster Application, please go
to the BFK website at:
https://bichonfurkids.org/volunteerfoster/

Donate to BFK

Link BFK to your Amazon account at
smile.amazon.com, then whenever you
shop there, a portion of your purchase
amount will be donated to BFK.

Sign up for the Ralphs Community
Contribution Program and link your
Ralphs Shopper’s Card to BFK. When
you shop at Ralphs, a portion of your
purchase will be donated to BFK.
Bichon FurKids Rescue
Phone: 858-408-1937
Fax: 760-966-1702
www.BichonFurKids.org
www.facebook.com/bichonfurkids
info@bichonfurkids.org
6965 El Camino Real,
#105-425,
Carlsbad, CA 92009
Tax ID: 20-3652098
Marti Colwell, President

Find us on
Facebook

Cover Story, continued...
This little man has filled a void in our hearts and brought us
incredible joy daily. We cannot thank Marti and Bichon FurKids
enough. He is a bundle of love and joy —and the best little prince
ever. There is much more to say but to sum it up: in two short
years Marley has become a HUGE part of US and the greatest gift
our family has received.
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Forever Foster Program
In January 2010 Bichon FurKids launched our Forever Foster
program. Our vision was to make it possible to care for those bichons
who, because of health, temperament, age or background, might not
be good candidates for adoption. We felt strongly then, and now, that
despite their special needs, whatever they might be, these dogs should
live out their lives in loving homes, being cared for with respect and
dignity.

Toby

The program was launched as a result of a generous donation from
an adopter and bichon-lover who wishes to remain anonymous. All
donations to that Fund are managed separately; BFK continues to look
for opportunities to expand and grow the fund. That was the genesis
of our Forever Foster Program and continues to be its mission.

The dogs accepted into the Forever Foster Program are very special pups. Some have chronic health problems
which require an unusual amount of care and expense; some are severely disabled; others are elderly or
have terminal medical conditions. Euthanasia is not an option for these dogs unless their quality of life is
compromised. Instead, their medical expenses are covered by Bichon FurKids while their foster moms and dad
provide the physical care and love they need and deserve.
In order for us to maintain the best quality of life for our Forever Fosters, we require additional assistance in
the form of donations. The donations we receive through our Adoption Program can never cover the medical
expenses we have accumulated
in the care of rescued dogs. If you
would like to become a special
part of one these little FurKids’
lives, please consider becoming
a Sponsor. A Sponsor can make
monetary donations or provide
supplies for their use in the Forever
Foster Home. Sponsorships may
be one time donations or timed
payments to help cover the costs
of medical care, treatment or
recovery All monetary and material
donations will go to the particular
Forever Foster dog that
Pippi
Romeo
you specify.  

Please consider supporting our cause and our Forever Foster program. Your financial gift will help us continue
to save many more dogs, and to provide our Forever Fosters a life of ease and contentment. And remember,
please, that all donations are tax-deductible.
If you would like to make a donation for a Forever Foster please click on the link below, then specify Forever
Foster under Purpose.
http://www.bichonfurkids.org/donations

If you would like your name to appear on our website and be updated on a FurKid’s progress, let us know.

If you have been unable to adopt, or unable to have the time to care for a rescued pup for whatever reason, but
would like to help, please become a Sponsor. Our little FurKids depend on you!
If you prefer to mail a check or money order you can send it to the address below:
Bichon FurKids
6965 El Camino Real #105-425
Carlsbad, CA 92009
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Our Forever Foster Toby
By Lori Otto

Editor’s note: As a young pup in San Francisco, Toby
was adopted by a young couple. When they traveled.
the little guy was boarded at a local vet. Over time he
spent almost as much time being boarded as he did
with the couple. Three years ago, when he was almost
8 years old the family had a baby. At almost the same
time, Toby was diagnosed with diabetes. The family
decided they could not care for Toby and took him to
a local San Francisco shelter. That was no place for a
little guy who needed shots every 12 hours to control
his diabetes. In March, 2019 Toby became a FurKid
and is lovingly cared for by Lori and Walter Otto who
have had experience with diabetic bichons in the past.
We, and Toby, are so very grateful to them for his
loving care.
Toby is a very happy little boy who you can always find
right by my side!

He loves to go on walks, although, after a bit, he prefers
to ride in his doggy stroller. Because he’s almost
completely blind now, he prefers the safety of the
stroller where he can still enjoy the sounds and smells
all around him. I’ve crocheted some sweaters for him
to wear outside, but Toby doesn’t seem to mind the
cold that much. I can’t think of a time when he’s ever
shivered, but I just put a sweater on him just to be safe.

He loves his baby brother, Quinn, who is always a ham
for the camera. Getting good photos of Toby is trickier,
as he always tilts his head to hear me instead of facing
the camera. The two boys sleep together in the same
bed, and love it when I treat them to sleeping on the Big
People’s bed when Dad is traveling on business.

Toby recently got a clean bill of health from Dr Williams
who commented on “how much you both obviously
enjoy and love each other —and that is so nice to see”.
That’s certainly not news to us, but it was nice to hear.
Toby’s diabetes is well under control and has been
for the last couple of years. His next appointment is in
February when he gets his yearly dental. Other than his
diabetes maintenance, he’s on liver pills daily, special
W/D diet food, allergy shots as needed, flea and tick
meds and heartworm meds.
Toby’s my wonderful little boy and worth every penny.
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Our Forever Foster Romeo
Editor’s note: Romeo and his companion Juliette

By Karen Kenyon

first became FurKids in 2008. They had a litter of four
darling pups, all of whom were adopted, as were Romeo
and Juliette. His owner had stroke in July of 2020 and
Romeo was found wandering a busy street in Fallbrook,
California a few days later. Romeo’s original owner was
unable to care for him and her adult daughter had no
interest. She indicated that Juliette had been ‘gone’ for
a few years and thought she had unfortunately been
“taken” by a coyote. Romeo became a Forever Foster in
August 2020 and is living in a loving home with Karen
Kenyon and Lisa, along with FurKids Kodi and Kimmi.
We, and Romeo, are grateful for the loving care he is
receiving as a FurKid the second time around.

Lisa and I couldn’t imagine a sweeter, more easygoing
and loving boy than Romeo! We call him Romy (?spellRomie Roamee?) for short because like his foster dad
Doug said, he’s long on Roam. He roams all over the
backyard and house, mapping it with his nose.

One of the cutest things is how, even though he can’t
see, Romeo has mapped every inch of the house and he
literally runs (RUNS!) through the house to catch me
when he knows I’m headed somewhere in the car and
INSISTS on coming along with me for a ride in HIS car!
And when he gets to ride with me for a work -related
drive, he loves the car to be moving down the road.
When Romy and I get home, our original two FurKids
Kimi and Kodi greet him at the door, his tail wags and
they all bump heads and play as he comes in the house,
home from his big day at work!
Romeo and his Furbrother Kodi are best buddies!
Whenever it’s a jaunt to a park, all three furkids (Kimi
too!) are tail wagging excitement. They make sure
Romeo knows we are getting to go together! He is
always game, whether it’s motorhome camping or day
at favorite redwoods or the Ocean, he is so happy to go
go go!
Oh and he is quite the soux chef! Romeo was quite
helpful with the pumpkin pies in the oven recently for
example! He is always in the kitchen waiting to “help”
with any cooking! During warm weather, we enjoy
sitting on the deck every evening and Romy has the
chaise lounge to stretch out on while Kimi plays ball.

Romeo means the world to us and we adore Romeo
with all our hearts! You can tell he’s a huge part of our
life. Thank you BFK for the Forever Foster program and
thank you Marti!
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In Memoriam

Our Beloved Sophie
We discovered Bichon FurKids when our
third Bichon passed away. After receiving
our application, Marti contacted me and
thought that a young dog named Callie
would be perfect for us. She had some
digestive issues and was on timed feedings.
I wasn’t so sure we wanted to deal with
that, but we drove from Modesto to San
Diego to visit with available dogs.

spit out about 5 kibbles. I was not sure
how often it was supposed to feed her
after that. The next time it never stopped
running. By the time we realized it Sophie
had eaten almost all that there was. We
panicked! Did we just kill her? We called
her foster parents and they never had any
issues with the feeder and didn’t know how
to fix it, neither did her vet’s office —or
ours! Sophie survived the ordeal like the
champ she was. From then on it was free
standing kibble. We took her to the vet the
“What we have once next day and he deemed her healthy and a
bit underweight.

Callie won me over when she immediately
put her head on my lap. (She proved right
then that she was a very smart dog!) We
had to change her name because we had a
cat named Callie so from that day forward
she became Sophie. It was a long drive home enjoyed we can never Sophie established herself in our family
and she slept on my lap the entire trip except
easily. She liked using the doggie door
lose. All that we love
for potty breaks.
so she could go in the yard whenever she
deeply becomes a part liked. (She even taught the cat how to use
When we arrived home, we introduced
it.) It was so cute to watch Sophie go in
Sophie to her new home. We set up her
and out over and over while Callie watched
of us.”
timed kibble dispenser and tested it out.
(wondering what was wrong with Sophie)
It worked once! As soon as she heard the
but after about 10 minutes the cat caught on.
motor running she raced to the feeder that
―Helen Keller

Continued on next page...
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In Memoriam, continued...
She enjoyed sunbathing in the grass. Her favorite spot,
however, was lying on the top of the living room sofa
and keeping an eye on the neighborhood. She kept a
vigilant watch for the UPS truck as soon as she heard
the gate open and the truck brake as he made his
deliveries. She let everyone know when he got close to
the house. One day when we opened the door Sophie
ran out and into his truck, excited about inspecting all
the wondrous boxes. From then on the driver always
waved and said hello to her.

Sophie loved everyone in the neighborhood specially
Charlie our elderly next-door friend. He came to walk
her every afternoon and many a day when I came home
from work I would find the two of them asleep on the
sofa.

Saturdays were special because my husband, Charlie
and I along with Sophie, went to Starbucks and had
French bread from the store. She loved her Lattes and
would only drink if it was from Starbucks. Another of
her favorite things to do was run through the sprinklers
and “bite” the water running from one sprinkler head to
the next. Sophie didn’t care whose yard it was either.

Towel day was another important day in Sophie’s life.
Any wet towels or washcloths were hers to “wash her
face” and roll all around in. She liked to be clean.

Several years ago we all moved to South Carolina.
Almost all of our neighbors have dogs. Sophie of course
was the cutest of them all. In this house we have a
glass front door and she could watch all the comings
and goings. Every morning Sophie would sit at the
front door from 7:30 am watching for daddy to come
home from work. Sophie loved her mom but she was a
daddy’s girl all the way.
Over the years Sophie developed a heart disease and
intervertebral disc disease. Her hind legs didn’t work as
well but she dealt with everything like a champion. On
her last day she napped with her head on my chest and
then her daddy’s. Sophie passed away peacefully on
mommy’s lap on October 23, 2021. She loved everyone
with her whole heart and we miss her dearly.
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We need more blankets for the FurKids!
It’s a fact that our FurKids love the blankets made by our amazing volunteers. We
have had a lot of adoptions this year (that’s the good news) however our supply of
blankets is almost gone (that’s the bad news.) If you, or someone you know, would
like to make the no-sew blankets, our FurKids would be overjoyed! And we would be
very grateful.
Please let us know if you can contribute some ‘supreme blanket-makers.’ It is a great
anytime project for people of all ages. Instructions are on the next page—or, if you
want a little more help, email marti@bichonfurkids.org and say “ I’d like to make
blankets for a FurKid”—and we’ll be in touch.
We are happy to write letters regarding community service for those children who
make blankets. Thank you from all of the FurKids!

“Happiness is a
warm blanket.”
-- Linus Van Pelt
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No-Sew Blankets
For those of you who want to help our FurKids to be warm and cozy all year-round, here are
instructions on how to make the No-Sew Blankets that every FurKid loves!
Supplies:

Packing:

Good pair of cloth scissors

Optional: When you have your blankets ready, you
may roll one up tightly, tie with a ribbon, and tag
with a note: “This blanket was made with love and
hope for your BichonFurKid Forever Home from
”<your name>”

Tape measure or ruler

Two 1-yard lengths of coordinating fleece

4”x4” cardboard template marked with 1”
intervals

Directions:

Please read all directions before starting your
blanket.

1. Lay out fleece wrong sides together (if “wrong”
sides are evident).
2. Match up edges.

3. Pin together to hold while you knot.
4. Cut off rough edges.

5. Cut 4”x4” square out of each corner.

6. Make 4” deep cuts at 1” intervals around all 4
sides.

7. Start in one corner – Tie overhand knot close
to blanket edge – Use one strip from top fleece,
one from bottom fleece – Tie second knot –
Make sure your knot is tight.

Mailing:

If you live in Southern California we may be able to
suggest a drop-off location for the blankets.

If not, you may mail them to one of these locations:
Bichon FurKids
6965 El Camino Real #105-425
La Costa, CA 92009
(Please note: This is a UPS store that cannot
receive drop-offs.)
Or...

Cherie Bauer
7959 Calle Madrid
Carlsbad, CA 92009

8. Knot EVERY OTHER pair of strips until you are
all around the blanket one time.
9. Turn blanket over – Knot the same way until
you have tied all your knots.

Hints:

Use your template as a guide to keep cuts even and
equally deep.
Keep your knot tie tension steady while tying your
knots so you don’t overstretch your fleece.

Snug knots will hold well through washing/drying.
For more information, pictures, and tutorials:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9S7y6eeQH0
http://www.instructables.com/id/No-Sew-FleeceBlanket-1/
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Bichon Bash 2021
There is no greater thrill for all of us than to experience the Bichon Bash. Seeing hundreds of FurKids running,
playing, buzzing and enjoying themselves is the most fun that we can imagine- and something we all missed in
2020. Our pups must have known that as well, as they played, ran and buzzed with even greater abandon this year.
Of course the other very special part of our event is spending time with our fosters, volunteers and adopters.
Experiencing the opportunity to share stories, anecdotes and experiences with you is another highlight of the day.
And since the Bichon Bash is our major fundraiser, having you participate in our raffle and auction, bidding on
beautiful baskets and one-of-a-kind items will enable us to provide the services needed for the many deserving
FurKids we rescue going forward.

Many, many thanks to our Bichon Bash Co-Chairs, Mary Arden and Michele Ramirez and Committee Volunteers
Cherie Bauer, Ashley Sun Charms, Doug Eisberg, Natalie Gomez, Joan Higley, Tina Math, Michael Merrigan, Laurie
Paurazas and Lisa Stoughton.

Pups having fun

Please circle
October 2, 2022
on your calendars.
It’s the date for
next year’s
Bichon Bash!
Winner of the cake walk

Parade of Rescues

Raffle tables

Proud Dog Dad
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